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Part 1: Online Platform 

Accessing the Online Platform 
 

How do I access the online platform? 

We are pleased to let you know that with your current account for myANet, you can access our online 

assessment platform. Note: At this time, it is not possible to bookmark the online assessment site and login 

through that method. In order to login, you need to first go to myANet.  

  

1. Login as you would normally to the myANet website. 

2. If you are unsure what your myANet password is, click on the Forgot/Reset my password link. You will 

be prompted to enter your email address. After this, you will receive an email which will allow you to 

reset your password.  

3. If you only have access to one school, you will be taken directly to the Dashboard page. Click on the 

“Access Online Assessments” 

 
4. If you have access to multiple schools, you will need to select one school. Once you are on the 

Dashboard page, follow step 2. 

5. Once you have clicked the “Access Online Assessments” button, it will bring you to that school’s page in 

the online assessment platform. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://my.achievementnetwork.org/
https://my.achievementnetwork.org/forgotPassword.do
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Administering Assessments: Username/Password 
Note: In most cases, the Data and Assessment Coordinator for your school will distribute username and 

password.  We wanted to include this content as a reference in case you ever need to complete these tasks. 

 

How do I view students and class periods in the online platform? 

1. To see your roster, click into the “class groups” page shows you all of the classes in your schools 

 

2. To see the students in one of these class periods, click into a specific group reveals the students listed in 

that class period. 

 

 
Where do I find student usernames and passwords? 

Option A: Find student usernames and passwords for the entire school 

1. Login to the online assessments platform via the myANet site. 

2. From the options on the left side of the screen, select “Students” 

3. On the “Students” screen, hover your mouse over the “Print” button, there is a picture of a printer on 

this button.  
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4. Scroll down and click on “Print/Export Student Flyers” 

5. A new tab or window will open with all of the usernames listed. You can print this screen on a Windows 

Computer by clicking Control + P.  

 

Option B: Find usernames and passwords for one class period 

1. Login to the online assessments platform via the myANet site. 

2. From the options on the left side of the screen, select “Class Groups” 

3. On the “Class Groups” screen, select the group of students for which you want to know their login 

information. Note: The class groups in your school will be different than what appears in the screenshot 

below. 

 

4. Hover your mouse over the 

“Options” button, there is a picture 

of a gear on this button.  

5. Scroll down and click on “Export 

Student Flyers” or “Print Student 

Flyers” 
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6. A CSV Excel file will download with a list of all of the students in that class group along with their 

username and password. You can print and distribute this information to the students or save on your 

computer. Note: each username is unique and some students have a number at the end of their 

username or their full last name is not listed.  

7. Username and passwords stay the same for students over the course of the year.  

 

Best Practices: User Names 

● Writing username/password on flashcard 

● laminating the paper the username and password is 

written on to make it more permanent 

 

 

Viewing Assessments in Progress 
 

How can I monitor student progress during the assessment? 

1. Select the “Class Group” you would like to grade the open response questions for.  

2. From the options on the left, select “Tests and Quizzes”. This will show you the assessments launched to 

this class group.  

 
3. Select and assessment and click “View Results”.  
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4. From the list of students, you can see how many questions they have answered, their score, the amount 

of time they have been testing and view their score sheet. Click on “Scoresheet”. 

 

 
5. In the score sheet, you can see what answer the student chose for each question. 

 

 

Grading Constructed Response Questions 
 

How do I grade constructed response questions? 

1. Select the “Class Group” you would like to grade the open response questions for.  

2. From the options on the left, select “Tests and Quizzes”. This will show you the interims that have been 

launched for this class and allows you to review the results for those tests. Click “View Results”.  
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3. From the list of students, you can grade an individual student’s response by clicking into their score 

sheet. 
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4. In the score 

sheet, you can see what answer the student chose for each question and also grade the Constructed 

Response questions. The score can be entered into the window to the right of the question. The 

student’s response is located where the “test” is written. 

5. If you want to grade an entire class’s constructed response at the same time, you can click into the “Item 

Analysis” page 

6. Next, click on a question that needs manual scoring. In this example, it would be Q4. You can see below 

Q4, there is the option to score now. 

 
7. From this view, you can see all of the responses for this class. There is the option to print out these 

responses from this screen.  
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Accessing the Online Platform as a Student 

Navigating the Platform 
 

How do student login? 

1. Students navigate to myanetonline.org and type in their username/password to login. 
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What do students need to do to complete the assessment? 

2. Once logged in, the students are presented with the available assessments for their class group. To start 

the test, students can either click on “Take Test” or “Take Now!”. 

 

 

 

 

3. The next step is to click the “Start Test” or “Start Section” button after reading the brief instructions on 

the screen. 
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4. When the test has started, there are two options for the student to toggle between questions. The first 

is the answer the questions in order, select their answer choice and use the green “Save and Continue” 

button. This is recommended for students to complete the test. 

 

5. The second option is to navigate by using the question bar in the top left corner of the screen. If you 

select an answer and then try to use the question bar to navigate, this prompt will pop-up. If you click 

okay, the answer will save and if not, the answer will not save. Note: Once questions are answered, they 

will turn green.   
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6. Multiple Sections: On all ELA and math exams that have a calculator functions, there will be two 

sections of the assessments. Once a section is finished, you are unable to go back into that section to 

change answers on any question. When one section is finished, the screen below will pop-up. Click on 

back to section to change any questions.  

 

7. When you are finished with all questions, on the final question, select “Save and Continue” This screen 

will show up next. If there are any questions unanswered, the system will flag it for the student. Once 

the test is submitted, there is no option to go back to finish or change answers. If you accidentally hit OK 

and haven’t finished all questions, you will have to take the test over from the beginning. 
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Item Types Available on the Platform 

 
What types of items are available in the Online Assessment Platform? 

 Selected response (ELA and Math) 

o Traditional, multiple choice item with one correct answer. 

 
 Evidence based selected response (ELA only) 

o Evidence based selected response items are two part selected response items worth two 

points. Part A assesses a student’s ability to answer a question aligned to reading or 

language standards; part B, asks students to identify the correct evidence from the text 

that supports their answer to Part A.    
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 Multiple select (ELA and Math) 

o An innovative item type in which students select multiple (2-3) choices out of 5 or 7 

options. 

 
 Drag and Drop (ELA and Math) 

o Move the answer choices from one part of the page to a different part of the page. 
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 Select Text (ELA only) 

o The item requires students to answer the question by selecting the appropriate evidence 

directly from the text.   

 
 Multiple part (Math only) 

An innovative item in which students answer two different item types in a “Part A...Part B” 

format; Part A and Part B will relate to one another in content, but computation in Part B is 

independent of the answer to Part A 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Numerical response (Math only) 
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o An innovative item type in which students type a numerical response into a box allowing 

only numbers or decimals. 

 
 Graphing (Math only) 

o An item type in which students can graph a single or multiple points on a coordinate plane 

or a single or multiple lines on a coordinate plane. 

Tools Available on the Platform 
 

What tools are available for the Online Assessment Platform? 

● Highlighter  

o The highlighter is set to default as blank. In order to use the highlighter, select the button in the 

top right corner and then pick a specific color. In order to erase, change back to the eraser and 

then select the text you want to remove highlighting from. Highlighting does not transfer 

between questions.   

 

● Notepad (ELA only) 

o Click on the notepad logo in right corner. The notes transfer between questions. 

 
● Calculator (Math only) 
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o On calculator sections of the assessment, students can select the calculator button in the right 

corner. On non-calculator sections, this will not be an option. There are two different 

calculators available to students. Basic (Gr. 6,7), Scientific (Gr. 8).  

o Students in grades 2-5 will not use calculators on ANet Interims or on PARCC 

o Students in grades 6-8 will have calculator sections on certain sections, depending on whether 

the standards being assessed call for calculator use.  Please view your Schedule of Assessed 

Standards (SAS) to see which assessments have calculator sections. 

o On the PARCC assessment, all students in grades 6-8 will have a calculator section 

Basic calculator (Grades 6-7):                                                                Scientific Calculator (Grade 8): 

                                                                                

 

● Mark For Review (ELA and Math) 

o The Mark for Review button places a bookmark under the question. Students still have the 

ability to answer questions that they mark for review. 

 
 

● Magnifier (ELA and Math) 
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o The Magnifier allows students to zoom in on the assessment and can be accessed from the 

button on the right side of the screen. 

 

 

● Line Reader (ELA and Math) 

o The student uses the Line Reader tool to assist in reading by raising and lowering the tool 

for each line of the text onscreen.  The line reader transfers between questions. 

 

 

 

●   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

● Protractor (Math only) 

o Protractors will be required for some questions in grades 4 and above.  The protractor 

transfers between questions. 
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Directions for Administration 
Click here for a version to share with proctors and teachers.  

 

Before beginning the assessment: (Day of Administration) 

1. Assemble the room as described by your Data and Assessment Coordinator (DAC) or in a format that 

will allow for active proctoring.   

2. Check to make sure that all computers are plugged in, turned on, and connected to the internet. 

3. Ensure student’s testing area is clear except for the computers.   

4. Distribute the “Game plan” OR blank paper, pencils (if applicable). 

5. Make sure you have clearly printed each student’s username and password. 

6. Set each computer’s Internet browser to “myanet.online.org” OR write where all students can view.  

7. Review teacher cheat sheet, found here. 

 

Begin the assessment: Click here for a sample administration script 

1. Set clear expectations for how students should take the assessment and act during administration.  The 

following video (0:00-1:30) may be helpful for thinking about this conversation.  Topics to address may 

be: 

● The importance of students trying their best and showing what they know, 

● Similarities and differences between the online assessment and other assessments they take, 

● What students should do if they run into technology trouble, have a question, or finish early; and 

● Clear directions for how students should document their thinking with the “Game plan” or blank 

paper. 

2. Ask students to log into the assessment, using the access method selected by your school.  

3. Circulate as students log in to ensure they are typing in and selecting the correct information.    

4. Once all students are logged in or have selected their name, begin the assessment by asking students to 

click on “Go” or “Take Now”. 

During the assessment: 

1. Circulate throughout the room actively proctoring to ensure students are on task, following directions 

for recording their thinking, and correctly engaging with the technology platform. 

2. If you see students distracted by any of the features of the online assessment or the computer, ask 

students for their attention and address this problem by sharing what you are noticing and present a 

workaround.  

3. If you encounter any technology problems that you are struggling to address, contact your DAC. 

4. When students finish the assessment, use the teacher platform to ensure they have submitted their 

assessment and then make sure they have closed their computer and are quietly engaged in another 

activity.   

After the assessment: 

1. Ensure all students have submitted the assessment using the teacher platform. 

2. Congratulate your students on completing the assessment calling out students who demonstrated 

particular perseverance and focus.   

3. Make sure to grade any teacher scored items (constructed response questions)  

 

 

 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/19_U7Gkpuexb6De_3i1kE0BHSt-X07sVZt7jlXS1YXpU/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tG_GSLW11n5SblLXzJvn9DL5Likc0bYQz_Cgmn5JGYg/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/14ZI7gCf1kfrNgJXaBPrsM9DUlkRvxBTNEletfDEAEJY/edit
https://docs.google.com/a/achievementnetwork.org/file/d/0B-aj11SXSzDDUDVxeDZqbER3NFk/edit
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Part 2: Online Quiz Tool 
 

What is the Online Quiz Tool and how should I use the items?  
Engrade is ANet’s Online Quiz Tool databank of Common Core aligned items from a variety of sources that 
can be used to understand what high quality texts and items look like for the standards. You can use these 
items as a model for writing questions aligned to the Common Core or to create an assessment. As we 
continue to gain expertise around the Common Core, the Online Quiz Tool’s supply of items is curbed by the 
amount of technology-enhanced and innovative item types available in order to push students to 
demonstrate their learning and thinking in rigorous and varied ways, in addition to meeting grade level 
expectations. The Common Core Resources team is focused on uploading as many new, technology- 
enhanced and innovative items as possible while maintaining a high bar for Common Core alignment. 
 
Who writes the items for the Online Quiz Tool?  
The items available on Engrade are released sample items from leading Common Core sources, including but 
not limited to the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC), the Smarter 
Balanced Assessment Consortium (SBAC), Achieve the Core, Illustrative Math, and EngageNY and released 
items from states currently assessing the Common Core standards, including Massachusetts and New York. 
To ensure our items are high quality, we are careful to only upload items from reputable sources and curate 
those to ensure they reflect the rigor and skill required by the Common Core. 
 
How often are new items added to the Online Quiz Tool?  
The Common Core Resources team updates the Online Quiz Tool with new, high quality items within a 
month of their release. Our sources (listed above) release new items at various times throughout the year 
and as a result we do not have a regular schedule for uploads.  
 
How do I use the Online Quiz Tool page to create assessments for my classroom?  
 
You can access the Online Quiz Tool from the Assessments & Quizzes section of the dashboard page of 
myANet, and clicking on “Create an Online Quiz”. For a step-by-step tutorial in creating a Math or ELA quiz, 
watch ANet’s Online Quiz Tool Screencasts, which can be found here. The 9 screencast segments will walk 
you through logging into the ANet Online Quiz Tool, viewing classes and exporting student usernames and 
passwords, creating a new quiz, adding ELA and math items, using and customizing pre-made ELA quizzes, 
launching your quiz, and student login. For more detailed information about each of the steps, review the 
ANet Online ELA Teacher Cheat Sheet and Online Math Quiz Tool Teacher Cheat Sheets and supporting 
math materials on the Training and Resources Tab of MyANet.  
 
What are “Pre-Made” ELA Quizzes? 
To reflect the shift in using Evidence-Based Selected Response (EBSR) and Technology-Enhanced items 
(TEIs) types more widely on ANet interim assessments as well as summative assessments, the Common 
Core Resources team has created pre-made quizzes for literary and informational texts across grade levels. 
Using items exclusively authored by PARCC, SAP and SBAC, you are able to quickly access these quizzes by 
using the “Filters” feature within the “Your Quiz Library” Tab.  
 
 What are the navigation and support tools available with the Online Quiz Tool?  
Understanding there are some major differences when accessing the Online Quiz Tool, Engrade has 
carefully reviewed the accessibility features provided by PARCC and developed several useful tools and 
features for both teachers and students. Click here for a detailed overview of these support tools available 
in Engrade.  
 
Are items on the Online Quiz Tool similar to questions on ANet assessments?  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NBvX2Klfr_kQyPb_sOMkDvgzJp4G_k-J5LAAoxkov3g/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_jggwn_l0Md6DnNQSzcxkPxtQ-5KDYB0DAzwCJBxqDQ/edit?usp=sharing
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While Online Quiz Tool items are helpful for classroom instruction and deepening understanding of the 
Common Core standards, Online Quiz Tool items are not used on ANet interims and items may look 
different to ensure we are assessing student mastery of the standard. Online items often allow for a more in-
depth assessment of the standard and create opportunities to assess more information than a traditional 
paper item. The exposure to technology-enhanced and innovative item types, such as dragging and dropping 
evidence from text to support conclusions, helps students prepare for what will be expected of them on 
interim and end-of-year summative assessments. ANet Assessment items for the 15-16 school year feature 
shifts in focus and rigor; including assessing student math expertise at the cluster-level and through the 
conceptual, procedural, and application aspects of rigor. ELA items will reflect a deeper focus around 
authentic literary and informational texts and the varied knowledge-based, structural, and language 
complexities of those texts. Most Online Quiz Tool items are consistent with these shifts, but the items are 
not an exhaustive list of ways to assess the standard.  
 
I’ve noticed some Quiz Tool items have been taken down. Why is that?  
As we gain greater insight about the Common Core State Standards, we remove items that are no longer 
considered highly aligned to the standards.  
 
I’ve noticed some Quiz Tool items are tagged to more than one standard. Is this accurate?  
PARCC has released some items designed for multiple standards. As these items are added to the Online 
Quiz Tool, they will be linked all relevant standards. 
 

 


